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Abstract

This paper describes our system that partici-
pated in the SemEval-2022 Task 10: Structured
Sentiment Analysis, which aims to extract opin-
ion tuples from texts. A full opinion tuple gen-
erally contains an opinion holder, an opinion
target, the sentiment expression, and the cor-
responding polarity. The complex structure
of the opinion tuple makes the task challeng-
ing. To address this task, we formalize it as a
span-relation extraction problem and propose
a two-stage extraction framework accordingly.
In the first stage, we employ the span module to
enumerate spans and then recognize the type of
every span. In the second stage, we employ the
relation module to determine the relation be-
tween spans. Our system achieves competitive
results and ranks among the top-10 systems in
almost subtasks.

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining,
aims to analysis people’s attitudes and emotions
towards specific targets, such as products, orga-
nizations, events, etc (Liu, 2012). It has become
an important research field in natural language pro-
cessing (Medhat et al., 2014; Hussein, 2018; Zhang
et al., 2018).

Structured sentiment analysis. Barnes et al.
(2021) formally defines a complete opinion as a
quadruple (h, t, e, p) where h is a holder who ex-
presses a polarity p towards a target t through a
sentiment expression e. Figure 1 presents examples
of opinion quadruples. On the basis of this defi-
nition, Barnes et al. (2022) formally establishes a
benchmark for structured sentiment analysis. This
benchmark consists of two tracks, the monolingual
track and the crosslingual track, and we participate
the monolingual track.

In this paper, we cast this task as a span-relation
extraction problem (Jiang et al., 2020), which is a
formalization that has been widely used in many

Figure 1: Examples of opinion quadruples (Barnes et al.,
2021).

information extraction tasks (Eberts and Ulges,
2019; Xu et al., 2021; Lu and Ng, 2021; Li et al.,
2021). With the span-relation formalization, opin-
ion quadruple extraction is divided into two stages.

• In the first stage, we extract “meaningful” text
spans and recognize their types. Specifically
for this task, the type space is {h, t, e}. For
those spans classified as e, we additionally
detect the sentiment polarity they express.

• In the second stage, we determine the rela-
tions between spans. The relation space is
set to {eh, et, ee, none}. eh and eh are used
to facilitate the matching of sentiment expres-
sions, holders, and targets during the decoding
process. ee is used to deal with discontinuous
sentiment expressions, which is inspired by
(Li et al., 2021).

In addition, we employ span pruning (Xu et al.,
2021) to reduce the computation of the second
stage. Finally, opinion quadruples are decoding
from the results of two stages. Our system achieves
competitive results and ranks among the top-10
systems in almost subtasks.

2 Related Work

Span extraction is a fundamental method for many
tasks, such as named entity recognition, aspect-
level sentiment analysis, etc. This method per-
forms element extraction by enumerating all possi-
ble spans and then determining the type of spans.
Xu et al. (2017) attempts to determine the type of
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spans by encoding all possible spans into a rep-
resentation of the same size. Sohrab and Miwa
(2018) also enumerate all potential spans and then
use a deep network to classify them. Luan et al.
(2019) leverage the coreference and relation type
confidences to enhance the representation of spans.
Tan et al. (2020) added the task of span boundary
detection to improve the sensitivity of the model
to span boundaries. This approach was able to
produce higher quality candidate spans.

Span-relation extraction for sentiment tasks fo-
cuses on extracting categories of spans and rela-
tionships between spans, such as extracting rela-
tionships between entities and extracting aspect
sentiment triplet. Peng et al. (2020) try to solve the
aspect sentiment triplet extraction problem using
a two-stage pipeline. The first stage extracts the
target as well as its polarity and opinion, using the
BIOES annotation method.The second stage then
couples the extracted target and opinion terms to
determine their paired sentiment relation. How-
ever, This method may suffer from the problem of
error propagation. End-to-end methods(Wu et al.,
2020; Xu et al., 2020) can extract both span and
their relationships. However, previous work has
usually used word-to-word interactions to predict
sentiment relationships. The disadvantage of this
approach is that it ignores the sentiment consis-
tency of the entire span. The method proposed by
Xu et al. (2021) can accurately enumerate all the
span representations with high likelihood and then
predict the sentiment relationship between them.
This approach can mitigate the impact of errors in
the span extraction step on subsequent relationship
prediction, while it also preserves the sentiment
consistency of the entire span when predicting rela-
tionships

3 Our System

Given the input text, we first obtain its contextual-
ized representation through a pre-trained language
model, BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) or RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019). Then we input the contextual-
ized representation into the span module and the
relation module in turn to extract spans and detect
relations.

3.1 Span Module

Span module roughly follows the idea of Tan et al.
(2020). First we employ two binary classifiers to
detect the start and end position of the “meaning-

ful” spans respectively. Then another classifier is
adopted to match the start and end positions and
determine the category.

3.1.1 Start and End Prediction
Suppose H ∈ Rn×d is the contextualized represen-
tation output by the language model, where n is
the length of the input text. Then We calculate the
probability of each position being the start or end
position:

Pstart = sigmoid(H ·Wstart) ∈ Rn×1, (1)

Pend = sigmoid(H ·Wend) ∈ Rn×1. (2)

where Wstart,Wend ∈ Rd×1 are learnable parame-
ters. Afterwards, we can decode the candidate start
and end positions:

Istart(>t) = {i | P (i)
start > t, i = 1, · · · , n}, (3)

Iend(>t) = {i | P (i)
end > t, i = 1, · · · , n}, (4)

where threshold t ∈ (0, 0.5] is hyper-parameter.

3.1.2 Start-End Matching and Classification
We adopt a classifier to match the start and end
positions and determine the category. If the start
position i ∈ Istart(>t) and the end position j ∈
Iend(>t) satisfy i ≤ j, then we predict the category
of span (i, j):

rij = [hi;hj ; fwidth(i, j)] ∈ R3d, (5)

P (i,j)
span = softmax(FFNNs(rij)) ∈ R4, (6)

where fwidth(i, j) ∈ Rd denotes a learnable em-
bedding based on width j− i, and FFNN denotes a
feed-forward neural network with non-linear activa-
tion. The span category space is {h, t, e, invalid},
where h denotes the opinion holder, t denotes the
opinion target, and e denotes the sentiment expres-
sion.

For those spans classified as e, we predict its
sentiment polarity additionally:

P
(i,j)
polarity = softmax(FFNNp(rij)) ∈ R3, (7)

where the polarity space is {POS,NEG,NEU}.

3.2 Relation Module
Relation module aims to determine the relations
between spans. For a span pair, we first construct
a relation representation based on the span repre-
sentations and then feed it into a relation classifier.
Notice that we employ span pruning (Xu et al.,
2021) to reduce the computation.
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Language Pretrained Model
English roberta-large (Liu et al., 2019)
Spanish BSC-TeMU/roberta-base-bne (Gutiérrez-Fandiño et al., 2021)
Norwegian pere/norwegian-roberta-base
Basque ixa-ehu/berteus-base-cased (Agerri et al., 2020)
Catalan BSC-TeMU/roberta-base-ca (Armengol-Estapé et al., 2021)

Table 1: Pretrained language model for 5 different languages.

3.2.1 Span Pruning
Considering the large number of the predicted
spans, it is not computationally practical to con-
sider all possible pairwise relations. Following Xu
et al. (2021), we prune spans in the relation clas-
sification stage. The holder, target, and sentiment
expression candidates are selected based on the
scores of the mention types for each span:

Φ
(i,j)
holder = P (i,j)

span(m = h), (8)

Φ
(i,j)
target = P (i,j)

span(m = t), (9)

Φ
(i,j)
expression = P (i,j)

span(m = e). (10)

We use the mention scores Φsource, Φtarget and
Φexpressionto select the top k candidates and obtain
the holder candidate pool Sh, the target candidate
pool St, and the sentiment expression candidate
pool Se, respectively. The value of k is related to
the length of the sentence n:

k = max(n · z, kmin), (11)

where z, kmin are hyper-parameters.

3.3 Datasets

Language Domain Train Dev Test
MPQA English news 5873 2063 2112
DSUnis English e-commerce 2252 232 318
OpenNEREN English hotel 1745 250 499
OpenNERES Spanish hotel 1439 206 410
NoReCFine Norwegian multi-domain 8634 1531 1272
MultiBEU Basque hotel 1064 152 305
MultiBCA Catalan hotel 1174 168 335

Table 2: Data statistics.

3.3.1 Relation Classification
For most datasets, we only detect two
relations, expression-holder and
expression-holder. For datasets with
discontinuous sentiment expressions, we detect
expression-expression relation addition-
ally. We obtain the candidate pair representation by

coupling each expression candidate representation
sea,b with the other candidate representation. For
an expression candidate (a, b) ∈ Se and a holder
candidate (c, d) ∈ Sh, their pair representation is:

ge,h(a,b),(c,d) =[ra,b; rc,d; fdistance(a, b, c, d)

fcontext(a, b, c, d); ftype(e); ftype(h)]

where fdistance ∈ Rd denotes a learnable embed-
ding based distance min(|b−c|, |a−d|), fcontext ∈
Rd is obtained by performing max-pooling oper-
ation on the context between the two spans, and
ftype is a learnable embedding for indicating the
span type. We construct ge,t, ge,e in a similar way.

Then we input the pair representation to a feed-
forward neural network to determine the sentiment
relation:

P
((a,b),(c,d))
relation = softmax(FFNNr(g

e,h
(a,b),(c,d))),

where the relation space is {eh, et, ee, none}.

3.4 Training
During training, we utilize the cross-entropy func-
tion to calculate the loss of start & end prediction,
span classification(SC), polarity classification(PC),
and relation classification(RC). The overall opti-
mization objective is to minimize the summation
of these losses:

L = LS + LE + LSC + LPC + LRC . (12)

3.5 Sentiment Structure Decoding
We first decode the sentiment expressions and their
sentiment polarities from the results of the span
module. Then we obtain the holder candidate pool
and the target candidate pool by span pruning. For
each sentiment expression, we determine whether
it has a relation with each holder candidate and tar-
get candidate. Finally, the opinion quadruplets are
produced based on the result of the relation classi-
fication. In addition, for discontinuous sentiment
expressions, sentiment expressions are merged ac-
cording to the relation between sentiment expres-
sions.
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Model MPQA DSUnis OpenNEREN OpenNERES NoReCFine MultiBEU MultiBCA

head first 17.40 25.00 - - 29.50 56.80 54.70
head final 18.80 26.50 - - 31.20 53.70 54.70
Span-Relation 35.00(9) 44.90(4) 70.30(8) 64.20(10) 21.30(21) 63.90(10) 63.50(12)

Table 3: Results on the test dataset (Sentiment Graph F1, %).

4 Experiments

The monolingual track (Barnes et al., 2022) pro-
vides 7 structured sentiment datasets in five lan-
guages. Their statistics are listed on Table 2.

It is worth noting that there are discontinuous
spans in the NoReCFine and DSUnis datasets. For
example, in “It looks again like UMUC will do any-
thing for money”, “looks again” and “do anything”
are annotated as the same sentiment expression.

4.1 Experiment Settings
We use BERT or RoBERTa as the text encoders.
Since this task has datasets in different languages,
different pre-training models are used for different
language, which is detailed in Table 1.

We used Adam as our optimizer. The maximum
number of epochs is set to 15, z is set to 0.3, and
kmin is set to 5. We train our model on the training
set and keep the model that performs best on the
validation set. We evaluate our model on Senti-
ment Graph F1 (Barnes et al., 2021) and compare
our model with sentiment graph approaches (Head-
first/Head-final) (Barnes et al., 2021).

4.2 Main Results
The comparison results of opinion quadruple ex-
traction are listed in Table 3. According to these
results, our approach achieves better performance
on most datasets than baselines, especially on
MPQA exceeding baseline by 16.2%. This demon-
strates the effectiveness of our approach for opinion
quadruple extraction.

4.3 Ablation Study

Model MPQA DSUnis OpenNEREN

Full Model 40.67 40.04 72.38
w/o fwidth 37.50 37.40 71.14
w/o fdistance 38.83 36.42 71.46
w/o fcontext 37.54 39.47 69.39

Table 4: Ablation results on the dev dataset.

We conduct an ablation study to examine the
impact of some components in the proposed model

and list the results in Table 4. It can be observed
that the removal of width embedding, position em-
bedding, and context all degrade the performance,
indicating their necessity.

Model OpenNERES NoReCFine MultiBEU MultiBCA

62.40 23.26 61.53 54.26
w mBERT 61.62 36.22 57.17 63.35

Table 5: Effect of mBERT representations.

In addition, we also compare the performance
of the multilingual pre-trained model mBERT(bert-
base-multilingual-cased)(Devlin et al., 2019) for
this task. To this end, we compare the experimen-
tal performance of monolingual pre-trained mod-
els with mBERT on minor language datasets and
list the results in Table 5. It can be observed that
mBERT achieves similar performance to the mono-
lingual pre-trained model for most minor languages.
In addition, for the Norwegian and Catalan datasets,
the performance of the models with mBERT im-
proves considerably, which may be due to the lack
of corpus in these two languages when training the
monolingual pre-trained models.

5 Conclusions

This paper describes our system for structured sen-
timent analysis. We formalize the task as a span-
relation extraction problem and propose a two-
stage extraction approach, which consists of a span
module and a relation module. Experimental re-
sults demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
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